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What I’ve always found fascinating with an architecture school is that it is like no other program or major
on campus. Students and teachers instead of being acquaintances form a bond that is more like a family and
it is because of this bond and the time spent with each
other that make the studio space more like a home instead of a classroom. This interaction whether it is on
a social or studious level plays an incredible role in the
education of an architect.
I was given the Stair court as my existing piece of the
architecture school and with one of my important
ideas for a successful architectural education being interaction, this stair court lends itself perfectly providing not only an a very centralized axis but also linear
organizational of spaces that could occupy the existing
site. This stair court was not used enough on the previous site because of many reasons, the most important
being the fact it was always covered by shade and this
wonderful space that could be used for shows critics,
movies or just a spot to sit and enjoy a book was being ignored. Another problem with the stair court in
the previous school was that they were simple used
for a means of transportation, not an experience. Seeing this stair court as a very important piece of the
school on a spatial and social development it was quit
obvious the new school was going into this site would
revolve around this piece.
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Mission statement/prgram of JONSAD

Mission statement:
The nature of Juan Olivarria New school of Art and Design is to enlighten students with the
underlying principals of design and theory and to further develop these principals in order to
place students in diverse interaction amongst other design disciplines. JONSAD’s concept of
interaction is not only shown through the curriculum but through the social act of interaction
itself. JONSAD achieves its vision of interaction through an abundance of different approaches.
Mixed studios not only between different years of study but also through mixed majors will
only strengthen and help develop the students designing ability as well as their intellectual
skills. These multidisciplinary studios will be in effect 4th and 5th year giving the students time
in the early years to find oneself as a designer and then use these acquired skills in the later
years. Students will work in teams like in present day design situations. Teams will consist of 3
or 4 multidisciplinary students. A series of “social spaces” are found on campus as well including a café/gallery, restaurant and bar and outdoor parks in an effort for students, faculty and
member of the community to exchange ideas in a non-formal setting.
Education at the new school of art and architectural design is based upon the premise that to
be an artist, designer and or architect in today’s complex and fast changing society the student
must have knowledge in a variety of areas beyond their profession and must be able to convey
their concepts in an abundance of different medias and methods. By recognizing this diversity
and proposing interaction with other majors JONSAD believes the designer will be prepared
both with vast creative design knowledge and the social skills needed to be successful in the
work force. JONSAD’s commits itself to the highest ideals of the profession and culture of art,
architecture and design.
Program:
café (mornings): 1500sf
resteraunt/bar (evening/late night) 3,000sf
places with food and drink (ie kitchen at parties)
Studios: total 20>15 students each year> 4 for each year>60 students each year
Smaller studios 1st year (show more emphasis on individual): 1,500 sf
Large shared studios for 3rd 4th and 5th years (team work): 3,000sf
(2nd year study abroad)
dark room: 800sf
computer lab with print shop: 1,250sf
library (indoor reading space): 2,750sf
outdoor lecture space: moph stairs?
gallery space/small performance stage: 3,000sf
outdoor gallery
advising group administration space: 2250sf
faculty offices (near if not in their studios): 20 offices one for each professor
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Curriculum/circulation
Circulation survey
Main circulation paths of the existing school.
Darkest boldest lines show most used and desired axis for the new school of Architecture.

Curriculum
The first year of the design process for the student encourages the student to find oneself as a individual designer
in order to contribute to a larger group. Second year they
will take all their history classes on the actual site instead
of from a textbook. Third year student are encouraged to
join shared studio consisting of different majors from different years all in the same studio space. This is the heart
and soul of JONSAD because the true working force for any
designer relies on the idea of team and being able to work
in a team with people from other professions. Fourth and
Fifth are the years that students are made to work in teams
of students from different backgrounds and majors to prepare them for the working force and to further the thought
process behind design by integrating it with other design
majors and years.
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Initial concept model

The school revolves around social interaction
so i took this idea literally. Using the stairs as
the main axis and area for interaction the studios and main spaces were orientated around
the stair court.

Aerial view of Initial concept model
By having the studios recessed back on each
level it allowed each studio to have a connection back to the main social space as well as a
connection with the previous floor. Also each
studio was given a front patio in order to enjoy
the weather of San Luis Obispo.

Initial studio layout

Initial studio layout with circulation

Initial studio layout with circulation
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Ssecond stage in studio design

With the studios being “the classroom” for designers a strong emphasis on the design and
layout of the studios from the beginning was
important. These images were the next step
from taking the studios from their box form
and trying to make them actually work both
with circulation and spatially while also trying to relate them back to the concept. After
finding many problems with this design like
shade and actual scale of the building the design of the project proceeded to change while
the original ideas still were the basis for the
project.
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Initial design sketches

sketch from dexter of studios
These quick sketches are compiled for the
viewer to get a feel for the space while the
forms start to take on materially and scale in
order to show its spaces and the fact that it is
a building, not just boxes or forms. In order to
get a sense of the experiences of this project I
did a series of sketches from some of the most
sociable spaces to communicate the idea of
interaction to the viewer. This sketch is taken
from Dexter lawn and shows one of the initial
designs for the studios revolving around the
social spaces provided by the stair court.

sketch from exterior patio of studios
The visual connection between each studio
level can be seen from this sketch taken from
the top level of studios.

sketch from top exterior patio of studios
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Sketches

This sketch from the patio of the second floor
of the studios allowed me to really get a scale
of the spaces. It not only helped me see that
they were too large but the fact that by having
a whole in the middle of the floor it actually
separates the studios, by not giving a common “plaza” or courtyard for each level, which
seems to go against my concept.
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Form Development

By focusing on the idea of interaction i wanted
not only the spaces to encourage interaction
but for the form themselves to show the interaction of spaces and materials. This image is of
identical pieces of wood formed together as a
concept model.

Wooden block forms
This wooden shapes form was then translated
into spaces by mimicking the motion and
overall feel of each piece interacting with the
other.

Studio form

Studio spaces and form

Studio spaces and form in a row
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Studio form development

By using a single shape and simply flipping
and rotating it, it not only provided an interesting form, but also lent itself for a shared
studio interior space, while creating exterior
patios for each studio.
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Final studio layout massing model

Final studio layout massing model
For my final studio layout I wanted them to
orientate in order to have all the sunlight possible on the stair court. As stated earlier this
is what I believed to be one of the major reasons why the stair court was not being used
in the previous building. Also but having the
studios starting off on a higher elevation and
becoming smaller towards the main social areas it gives a real encompassing feeling to the
individuals experience of this space and acts
as a large arrow drawing them into the main
spaces dedicated to social interaction. Once
again the studios have shared patios as a way
for the student to interact with their neighbor
as well as an outside gallery and critic space.

Initial sktech of landscape
Notice the central axis of circulation converging right on the stair court, which as stated
earlier is used for the main area of interaction.

Aerial view of massing model
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Final studio layout massing model

By having the studios recessed back and
“stepped down” heights in order for them to
give that encompassing feel or as a way to act
as an arrow to point passerby’s to the main
sociable areas of my project, I wanted the
landscaping and other buildings on the site
to do the same, as a way to connect and unify
all buildings on the site. By doings so a plaza,
courtyard was created in front of the studio
spaces as a sunny exterior space not blocked by
building shadows like the existing building.
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Final studio layout massing model

The heights and scale of all the new buildings
designed to relate back to the site through existing heights of previous buildings. As a way
to respect all previous surrounding buildings,
views, heights and surroundings spaces were
all taken into careful consideration when designing the new school of architecture. For
example the new studios height match but do
not exceed the height of the clock tower of the
existing business building.

Massing model

Massing model

sketch of section of studios

sketch of interior loft
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Final sketches

As stated earlier, the form and shape of the
studio was not simply for “looks.” By flipping
and rotating the shape each studio “tower”
fits my program exactly. On the ground floor
the person entering the space first walks into
a critic pin up space that is completely open
to the public and people walking by. Behind
this space are the teacher’s offices that are
all connected to the shared studio level. For
this school the teacher student relationship is
very important so by having the teacher’s office connected to the studio directly it should
encourage this interaction. Also above the
shared studio floor is another entrance to the
“tower.” This entrance is also to encourage a
social interaction by a lounge loft area where
students can relax, cook food, sleep or watch
others work directly below them.
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Final sketches

This sketch shows the relationship back to the
rest of the buildings on the site. This shade of
yellow was originally chosen as a way to unify
the engineering and construction buildings to
the new school of architecture. In the site plan
the architecture falls near the middle of both
the Engineering and Construction building, so
as a way to unify all the buildings both materials and color patterns were used.

Sketch from top of stair court

Sketch from dexter
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Final sketches
sketch of main social interaction spaces
In this space I have imaged many shows, critics, students meeting with professions, teachers meeting students, teachers and students
sharing a drink, fellow students enjoying a
bite to eat while checking out the newest installment of both student and profession art
and architecture shows. All these interactions
happing along this central axis of which by entire project has been designed around.
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Final sketches

sketch from exterior area infron of the studios
As another way of interaction across the studio levels in a horizontal plane the circulation
forces students to walk by each in front of each
studio in order to get up to the next level. This
combined with the critic show room that opens
up completely to the outside encourages students to see what other studios are producing
and interact with neighboring studios.

Sketch of restaurant bar patio

Studios from in front of the Rotunda
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Final sketches

Another sketch showing the central axis of social interaction compiled of social spaces such
as a bar restaurant that opens up into a galley, a projection screen to provide a place for
students to watch movies or notice up coming
shows and events.
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Sketch up model perspectives

View from third level studio patio
Another tool used to get a sense of space and
scale in the site was sketch up. This perspective
was taken from the third level right in front
of the entrance into a critic pin up space. As
you can see the views from having the studios
orientated from west to east not only allow
great lighting but also are not shielded from
the sun from other buildings on the site. The
views down into the plaza allow the viewer
to see the graffiti that is not discouraged but
encouraged upon students as another way for
students to interact with the building.
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Sketch up model perspectives
View from second level studio patio

View into social area
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Sketch up model perspectives

View from into plaza and parking under studios

Graffiti walls
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Sketch up model perspectives
View from graffiti planters into social axis

Studios from dexter
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Finished Drawings

Studio section
On the ground floor the person entering the
space first walks into a critic pin up space that
is completely open to the public and people
walking by. Behind this space are the teacher’s
offices that are all connected to the shared
studio level. For this school the teacher student relationship is very important so by having the teacher’s office connected to the studio
directly it should encourage this interaction.
Also above the shared studio floor is another
entrance to the “tower.” This entrance is also to
encourage a social interaction by a lounge loft
area where students can relax, cook food, sleep
or watch others work directly below them.
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Finished Drawings
Section of gallery/bar and administration/ library /cafe
These buildings also act as a way to unify all
the buildings on the site not only by appearance, but also in function. All spaces including
studios have a multi-purpose function. Each
space not only shares a space, but the spaces
actually work and relate back to the importance of interaction. For example the Bar restaurant opens up into a gallery as way to
encourage people to mingle and meet others
in a non-formal social scene. The library cafe
building acts as a way to bring other students
who are not too familiar with the architecture
building and events. People that might stop
by the cafe to get a drink or a quick bite to eat
have the ability to look directly into the social
axis of shows and architecture reviews, and are
encouraged to partake in these events.
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Finished Drawings
Floor plan of Cafe/ Administration

Floorplan of first floor of studio spaces/ gallery/bar
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Finished Drawings
Section/ Elevation

Wall section
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Facade Model

Perforated steel Louvers with interior light
As a way to unify the entire buildings with materials and as a way to manipulate the direct
light from the south into the studios perforated steel louvers were installed. The student’s
can change the lighting any time they want in
the studios. If there is a critic or pin up or they
just want to watch a movie they can close the
louvers to the desired light setting. It unifies
the building with its use of materials in the
facade in a way that it visually connects with
the story bellow matching the perforated steel
accordion doors that can open up completely
to encourage people to interact with critics
and pin ups.
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Facade Model
Facade model

Perforated steel accordion door
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Facade Model

Perforated steel Louvers
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Facade Model
Facade model section cut
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Facade Model

Facade model section cut

